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A day in Lucille

Its Monday Morning. Noel and Bryan Ives met in the parking lot to share a Noun five at 6 in the

morning. No one knows why they get here so early. Rumors have floated around that Proper Noun

actually lives here.

Anyway, many hours later the rest of the team Verb - Base Form into the trailer to begin a Adjective

day of Noun . Aaron, aka 212, strolls in hungover but with a smile on his face. He sits a few seats away

from everyone so that no one gets drunk by Verb - Base Form Noun - Plural coming out of his

Noun . At least we know he had a Adjective weekend.

As 212 dives into his tator tots Felicia comes through ready to book rooms and buy us lunches. I love Felicia for

this. Her lunch supply last week made everyone's day Adjective . We got to eat Chinese, Cajun,

Noun and we had a boatload of yummy Noun - Plural . So, not only is Felicia funny but she's

wicked good at feeding the team.

Tanya B, or Momma B, or Proper Noun B, walks in on the phone talking to Noun - Plural . As she

hangs up a flurry of curses come out of her mouth. Apparently some idiot was Verb - Present ends in ING her

first thing in the morning. This is not smart. We all know to keep problems at bay until she's woken up and had

some coffee. I feel bad for the Adjective on the other end of that phone call. She hunkers down ready to

Verb - Base Form for the day. Another day of meetings and explaining easy details to Adjective

people.

The Cruse's come in, breakfast in hand. Those Adjective little work horses are a few minutes late, but it

probably



because they went to bed only a few short hours ago. I heard Noel and Proper Noun strongarmed them

into doing some testing. well, technically I think Tanya strongarmed Jeff into doing it after she volunteered, but

regardless, they've been up all night
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